
 

 

  

 

More Chinese yards advance capabilities to move into high-tech vessel building. Strong demand for LNG carriers and dual-
fuel vessels has helped China’s shipyards to climb the construction value chain — moving up from building simple bulk 
carriers and tankers to high-tech vessels. The country is set to receive more than 50 LNG carrier orders by the end of this 
year. These include about 30 ships at Shanghai-based Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding (Group) — a stark increase on the 
total there last year of six newbuildings. Until now, Hudong-Zhonghua has been the only shipyard in China capable of 
building high-tech LNG carriers. But today, four more — Jiangnan Shipyard, Dalian Shipbuilding Industries Co (DSIC), 
Yangzijiang Shipbuilding and China Merchants Heavy Industry Jiangsu (CMHI-Jiangsu) — are joining the small league of 
international yards capable of the work. Although newcomers, Jiangnan, DSIC and Yangzijiang have already secured 11 
vessels this year while CMHI-Jiangsu is poised to receive up to 12 ships from a Danish owner. China’s yards have been 
eyeing the sector for some time and have entered now on the surge in shipping demand for LNG, driven by QatarEnergy’s 
huge shipbuilding programme and the Russia/Ukraine conflict. Speaking to TradeWinds, Jiangnan’s chief of corporate 
technology Hu Keyi agreed that global demand for LNG carriers had enabled yards such as his to move into the business. 
He added that the demand for dual-fuel vessels, such as pure car/truck carriers (PCTCs), has also helped yards to break 
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into the market for high-spec ships that have previously been dominated by South Korean and Japanese shipyards. 
Clarksons’ Shipping Intelligence Network shows China dominates the orderbook for car carriers, building 75 of the 90 units 
that are slated for delivery by 2027. One broker said the container ship boom has also benefited large Chinese shipyards 
such as state-owned Jiangnan, Hudong-Zhonghua and DSIC, as well as privately owned Yangzijiang and New Times 
Shipbuilding. Each has the capacity and proven shipbuilding ability, and is competitive in price compared with their rivals in 
Japan and South Korea. China’s yards have used South Korea’s shipbuilders as a yardstick in terms of capacity and 
advanced shipbuilding technology. Hu said China’s shipbuilding industry is slowly inching up on South Korean yards’ capacity 
and the ship types they build. “But there is still a difference in speed and efficiency when it comes to constructing the 
newbuildings,” he conceded. Hu said Chinese yards need more than 20 months to build an LNG carrier where South Korean 
shipbuilders would take about 16. But he added there is still a price gap of about 5% to 7% for an LNG carrier when ordered 
in China as opposed to South Korea. Hu said China’s price competitiveness comes from the country’s lower labour costs, 
which he termed “a special feature” of Chinese shipbuilding. “We categorise our labour force into three groups — one 
employed by state-owned shipyards, one by large privately owned yards and another by small shipbuilding companies,” Hu 
said. “The labour cost at each category is different and it is this differentiation that enables small shipyards to build small to 
medium conventional vessels that still rake in profit. “If our labour costs were the same for all shipyards, small shipbuilders 
would not exist.” The shipbuilding boom for LNG carriers, PCTCs, container ships and dual-fuel vessels has mostly 
benefited large shipbuilding companies as they are sitting on packed orderbooks and have sold out of early delivery slots. A 
shipbuilding broker said some small privately owned yards that survived the last shipyard capacity cut have managed to 
survive on orders for feeder boxships and other smaller types of vessels, which are not of interest to the major shipbuilders. 
But others are still hungry for new contracts due to dwindling demand for simple small to medium-size bulk carriers, which 
have been the bedrock of China’s success. The high shipbuilding price and wobbly dry bulk market have not encouraged 
shipowners to justify the spending on new tonnage. The broker added that Chinese banks remain cautious of the 
shipbuilding market, which has proven a challenge for the small yards in securing refund guarantees. “They [shipyards] have 
to pick the right project with a sustainable profit margin,” he said. 

CHINESE SHIPYARDS: LNG CARRIER ORDERS 
Shipowner No. of vessels Capacity (cbm) Charterer Delivery dates 

Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding 39       

CNOOC, CMES, NYK 6 1,74,000 CNOOC 2026-2027 
CNOOC, CMES, MOL 6 1,74,000 CNOOC 2024-2026 
CMES, K-Line, CMC 4 1,74,000 Petronas 2025-2027 

Cosco HK LNG 2 1,74,000 Sinochem 2025 

Tiangin Southwest Maritime 3 1,74,000 ENN 2028 
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MOL 3 1,74,000 ENN 2027-2028 

CSSC Leasing 1 1,74,000 CSSC 2024 

MOL 7 1,74,000 QatarEnergy 2024-2026 

NYK, K-Line, MISC & CLNG 5 1,74,000 QatarEnergy 2024-2026 

K-Line 1 79,600 Petronas 2023 

Shenzen Gas 1 79,600 Shenzen Gas 2023 

Jiangnan Shipyard 7       

Adnoc L&S 6 1,75,000 Adnoc 2025-2026 
Jovo 1 79,800 Jovo 2023 

Dalian Shipbuilding Industries Co 4       

China Merchants 4 1,75,000 
China 

Merhants 
2025-2026 

Yangzijiang Shipbuilding 2       

Hammonia Reederei 2 1,75,000 Unknown 2025-2026 

Totals: 52       
 

Former Teekay LNG Partners confirms deal at Samsung Heavy Industries. Canada’s Seapeak has clinched a huge new LNG 
carrier order linked to ExxonMobil business. The former Teekay LNG Partners, now owned by Stonepeak, said it had signed 
up to build five 174,000-cbm electronically controlled gas-admission, or ME-GA, propulsion ships at Samsung Heavy 
Industries in South Korea. 
Pertamina reveals $3bn plan to renew tanker fleet and enter LNG sector 
The vessels are costing $1.1bn in total and are scheduled for delivery in 2027. They will operate under a fixed-rate time-
charter contract with an international energy major for a firm period of 10 years. These deals can be extended at the option 
of the charterer, which is likely to be ExxonMobil. TradeWinds has reported that the energy major originally set aside 14 
LNG slots with SHI, one of which is understood to have lapsed, leaving it 13 berths. The yard said on 11 November it had 
secured orders for two of the slots priced at KRW 589.7bn ($443.4m) for delivery by March 2026. It did not name the 
owner or charterer associated with the contracts. Several newbuilding sources told TradeWinds that Greece’s Minerva Gas 
was the company behind this deal for ExxonMobil. Seapeak expects to finance the initial newbuilding construction instalment 
payments by way of an equity contribution from investment funds managed by its sponsor, Stonepeak. “In due course, 
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Seapeak expects to secure long-term debt funding to finance the remaining construction costs,” the company added. 
Following up $700m Evergas deal.  Last month, Seapeak expanded by spending $700m on a takeover of Denmark’s 
Evergas. It is acquiring the two companies comprising the operator — Greenship Gas Trust and Greenship Gas Manager — 
from France’s Jaccar Holdings in an all-cash deal. Seapeak was one of three buyers in the running for the fleet of two very 
large ethane carriers and eight multigas/LNG carriers. More than 400 staff will transfer over. All the ships are on fixed-rate 
time charters to Ineos and are capable of burning gas as fuel. 
Kanfer Shipping hooks up with Brazil’s Nimofast on small-scale LNG 
Evergas also controls six LPG carriers under leases ending in 2024. Seapeak already has interests in 46 LNG carriers, 20 
midsize LPG carriers, including two on order, and six multigas carriers. Ownership in the vessels varies from 20% to 100%. 
In addition, it owns 30% of an LNG regasification terminal. In January, Stonepeak’s $6.2bn deal to take Teekay LNG 
Partners private was closed. As part of the deal, parent Teekay Corp received $641m. Source : www.tradewindsnews.com 

New chief executive says company will have five of its regas vessels working in Europe from 2023. A floating storage and 
regasification unit controlled by Hoegh LNG Holdings has been snapped up by energy major BP at a red-hot rate to work as 
a trading vessel. LNG market players have widely reported that the 170,000-cbm Hoegh Giant (built 2017) has been fixed at 
a rate of about $300,000 per day for a period until March. They indicated that the vessel would likely be used by BP to 
give it cover over the winter period before going on hire to an upcoming regasification project in 2023. Speaking after the 
Norwegian regasification specialist announced its third-quarter results last week, Hoegh LNG’s relatively new president and 
chief executive Erik Nyheim told TradeWinds that the company will have five of its FSRUs working in Europe from 2023. 
Major contribution 
He said together these will have a combined regasification capacity of around 20 billion cubic metres,which the company 
feels is a significant contribution to the energy situation in Europe. Aside from the 170,000-cbm Independence (built 2014), 
which has been stationed in Lithuania since it was delivered, the 170,000-cbm Hoegh Esperanza (built 2018) is scheduled 
to arrive in Wilhelmshaven in December. Nyheim said another Hoegh LNG FSRU will go to Brunsbuttel in Germany. He said 
it is not his place to give the timing on this and did not name the vessel concerned. A second unit for Germany — the 
145,130-cbm FSRU Neptune (built 2009) — will shortly head to the TotalEnergies-led project in Lubmin. Nyheim said there 
is one more FSRU — the fifth for Europe — which will “be confirmed later”. He declined to give further details, citing the 
many stakeholders in the project. In May, Hoegh LNG signed charter contracts for two of its FSRUs with the German 
Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action. The company has been working with trader RWE on the vessels, 
while Uniper is cooperating with Dynagas on a second pair also booked by the German state. Those involved said there is 
some interchange on vessels that will serve each of the country’s planned projects. Nyheim confirmed that both the Hoegh 
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Giant and Hoegh Gannett, which have been undergoing work in shipyards, are fixed on long-term charters but would not say 
where these vessels will be deployed. He said Hoegh LNG believes there is a need for more regasification capacity in 
Europe and said the company is looking at, and is ready to do, LNG carrier-to-FSRU conversions. Nyheim said Hoegh LNG 
would look at both its own fleet along with other donor vessels. The company currently lists two LNG carriers in its own 
fleet, in which it is a shareholder. Nyheim said the organisation would always consider FSRU newbuildings but admitted that 
it is “challenging” to secure early delivery slots at present. source : www.tradewindsnews.com 
 

Two-ship LNG carrier owner now officially sold out for 2023 and 80% of following year. Norwegian shipowner Awilco LNG 
has fixed one of its two-ship LNG carrier fleet on an 18-month time-charter contract. The company said it had chartered its 
156,000-cbm tri-fuel diesel-electric WilForce (built 2013) to “a major utility” without naming the party involved. LNG industry 
sources named Japan’s Osaka Gas Co as the vessel’s charterer. Awilco said the contract is estimated to contribute an 
Ebitda of about $73m over the charter period, indicating a rate of around $150,000 per day on the vessel. The company 
said the deal will be in direct continuation of WilForce's current charter. In August, TradeWinds reported that WilForce had 
been fixed to energy major BP for six months at a rate close to $110,000 per day. Awilco chief executive Jon Skule Storheill 
said: “With this contract, we have been able to take advantage of the strong market and have now covered all trading days 
in 2023 and approximately 80% of 2024 at an average rate of approximately $120,000 per day. “This ensures high cash 
generation and profitability for the next two years, also considering both vessels are scheduled for special survey, and dry 
docking [in the] second half [of] 2023,” Storheill said. Awilco’s other vessel — the sistership WilPride — is due to start a 
three-year charter with a European importer in December. This deal includes an option to extend the hire by two additional 
years. Awilco said the fixed-rate contracts on its two vessels will increase its cash flow generation. The company said its 
board of directors has approved a revised dividend policy and will distribute “a substantial part of annual free cash flow” on a 
quarterly basis, subject to “required working capital and a robust cash buffer”. An initial payment is expected to be made in 
the first quarter of 2023 when both vessels have started their contracts. News of Awilco's latest contract comes as spot 
charter rates for LNG carriers tumble in the face of full storage in Europe and slack demand from Asia. One broker said 
rates for modern two-stroke ships have crashed by $100,000 per day in a week. Spark Commodities saw sharp declines in 
its TFDE rate assessments this week with both basins down more than 20%, chief executive Tim Mendelssohn said, as 
longer-than-expected delays to the Freeport LNG plant and continued reduction in floating storage have freed up vessels for 
the spot market. The Spark30S Atlantic fell $99,500 per day to $375,750 per day, while the Spark25S Pacific crashed back 
$97,000 per day to $356,250 per day over the week. But in contrast, brokers said period business remains healthy, 
although there is little being concluded at present. source : www.tradewindsnews.com 
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Charterers are diving in to book tonnage several yearsout as available vessels vanish and term market tightens. 
Shipowner BW LNG is being named as the preferred bidder selected by Norwegian energy company Equinor following its 
tender for a pair of LNG carriers to take on long-term charter. Brokers and owners said BW LNG has scooped contracts for 
a pair of vessels that are to be fixed on charters for at least seven years. 
Norway’s Equinor set to claw in bids for LNG carrier newbuilding duo 
One indicated a rate in the mid to high-$80,000-per-day range on the deals. But brokers said this is below where the 
market is today and $10,000 per day down on the company’s last done deal on an LNG carrier. BW LNG said it has “no 
comments on this matter”. The company’s LNG fleet has now grown to 29 ships, with many of these fixed on term business 
plus five floating storage and regasification units. But BW LNG also booked in four LNG newbuildings at Daewoo 
Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering, of which all are due to deliver before the end of 2025. The first two ships, contracted in 
late 2021, were priced at around $207m each with the second pair ordered in March 2022 at nearer $214.5m apiece. 
TradeWinds reported in October that Equinor, which traditionally does not comment on its commercial business, had floated 
a requirement in what was an already tonnage-tight market for a pair of LNG carriers. The Norwegian energy company was 
asking for offers on a vessel for delivery in 2023 and a second that could be handed over in 2026. Equinor was quoted as 
offering charter deals of 10 years on the ships, with optional periods to extend the hire on the vessels.  
Bids were due in on 12 October. 
Spot rate assessments for LNG carriers crash the $500,000 mark 
Equinor is thought to require the later delivering vessel to cover some of its newly purchased US volumes. In early June, 
Equinor inked a 15-year sales and purchase agreement with Cheniere Energy to buy 1.75 million tonnes per annum of LNG 
on a free-on-board basis, with deliveries due to start from the second half of 2026. Since Equinor’s tender process closed, 
the term market for LNG tonnage has tightened even further as charterers move in to secure vessels from a rapidly thinning 
pool of open ships for the 2023 to 2024 winter period and beyond. In October, it emerged that Capital Gas, which is one of 
the few shipowners sitting on open LNG newbuildings, had fixed one of its two 2023-delivering, speculatively ordered 
vessels. 
Chartering talk already in play on Flex LNG vessels set for 2026 redelivery 
The 174,000-cbm newbuilding Amore Mio 1 was reported fixed by QatarEnergy Trading — the trading arm of Middle East 
liquefaction giant QatarEnergy — for three years at a rate around the $180,000-per-day mark. In a November results 
briefing, Flex LNG said it was already having conversations about its vessels that become open from 2026 onwards. The 
situation is being exacerbated by the lack of available berth space at yards and sky-high prices for newbuildings, which have 
topped the $250m-per-day mark. Brokers said South Korea’s big three LNG carrier shipbuilders have yet to resume 
marketing their slots for this vessel type and when they do are already half full for 2027 on LNG carriers due to the reserved 
berths for QatarEnergy and the 17 ships for TotalEnergies’ Mozambique project. Source : www.tradewindsnews.com 
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PetroChina completed its first ship-to-ship (STS) bunkering of an LNG-fuelled ship at the Shenzhen Yantian Port on 
November 22, its parent company CNPC said on November 24. About 7,000 m3 of LNG was supplied to a containership 
owned by CMA CGM Group and the whole operation lasted for six hours, CNPC said. Yantian Port is located in the 
southern Chinese province of Guangdong.  State-owned CNPC said that the move will open up the market for LNG offshore 
bunkering in the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area, which extends across the two Chinese special 
administrative regions and nine Pearl River Delta cities. The use of LNG as a fuel in the shipping industry has been gaining 
traction in China and the world amid a global push to reduce carbon emissions.  source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

India is planning to set up floating storage facilities for LNG at all its major ports with an investment of 200bn rupees 
($2.45bn), Economic Times (ET) reported on November 25 quoting a senior government official. "A plan is in the works ... It 
would be finalised by the fiscal year-end [March 2023]," the official told ET. The project will be open for private sector 
participation. India has 12 major ports of which Kochi in southern India and Kandla in western India already have accessible 
LNG storage facilities. “LNG is soon going to be the preferred fuel for ships. The cryogenic storage being planned will 
receive and store natural gas in the liquid form and then refuel ships that come to the port,” the official said. India is looking 
to boost the use of gas and is aiming to increase its share in the overall energy mix to 15% by 2030 from about 6-7% today. 
source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
 

The European Commission has proposed introducing a cap on month-ahead gas prices at the Dutch TTF hub, but experts 
have criticised the move as largely as symbolic gesture. EU member states have been debating the introduction of a cap on 
wholesale gas prices for months, but progress has been slow, over disagreement about what form the mechanism should 
take. The commission suggested on November 22 that a "safety price ceiling" of €275 ($286)/MWh should be introduced for 
front-month TTF derivatives. But critically, the mechanism will only be triggered when the €275/MWh threshold is exceeded 
for two weeks, and if TTF prices are €58/MWh higher than the LNG reference price for 10 consecutive trading days within 
the two weeks. "Gas prices in the EU have fallen since August thanks to demand reduction, mandatory storage filling, 
diversification of supplies and other measures proposed by the commission in recent months," EU energy commissioner 
Kadri Simson said in a statement. "But we have been missing in our toolkit a way to prevent and address episodes of 
excessively high prices." "Today, we propose to put a ceiling on the TTF gas price to protect our people and businesses 
from extreme price hikes," she continued. "The mechanism is carefully designed to be effective, while not jeopardising our 
security of supply, the functioning of EU energy markets and financial stability." The proposal is a "curious one," Javier Blas, 
an energy market columnist at Bloomberg, commented in a tweet, noting that even when gas prices rose to an all-time high 
of €342/MWh in late August, they did not remain about the €275/MWh threshold for two consecutive weeks. "We now have 
a cap that doesn't cap," he said. "A Brussels cap." "Much ado about nothing," Anne-Sophie Corbeau, energy expert at 
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Columbia University's School of International and Public Affairs, told NGW. "The EC has been saying that prices have been 
too high especially in August and have come up with a measure that would not have prevented that episode from 
happening," she said. "They had to propose something, so they came up with something that will not change anything, 
maybe in the hope that it would secure consensus from member states." "They pretend to do something while doing 
nothing." Thierry Bros, another energy expert at Po Paris, warned, though, that the proposed cap could be negotiated 
downwards at an energy ministerial meeting that will take place on November 24. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

Australia Pacific LNG (APLNG) on November 24 announced a new gas supply agreement of 1.55 petajoules with 
Queensland Nitrates, a producer of ammonium nitrate, for its facility in central Queensland. Announcing the new deal, CEO 
Khoa Dao said APLNG was pleased to support the Australian manufacturer with a one-year gas supply agreement for 2023 
in addition to the multi-year, competitively priced gas supply agreement executed last year. “We are one of the largest 
providers of gas to customers on the east coast, and it was pleasing we could provide further incremental volumes in 2023 
to help the market navigate unprecedented challenges,” Dao said. In FY2022, APLNG said it provided more than 150 
petajoules of gas to domestic customers, mostly under medium- and long-term gas supply agreements at prices that were 
locked in well before this year’s market volatility. APLNG, a joint venture comprising Origin, ConocoPhillips and China's 
Sinopec, is Australia’s largest producer of coalbed methane (CBM) and supplies gas to Queensland’s domestic gas market, 
while also processing CBM into LNG for exports. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
 

Deutsche ReGas on November 23 said that Germany’s first FSRU had arrived at the Mukran Port. The company is 
developing an LNG import terminal in the port of Lubmin. The FSRU after making a stopover at Mukran will start the final 
transfer to the port of Lubmin. Deutsche ReGas has chartered the FSRU from TotalEnergies. The 280 long Neptune is 
expected to begin operations next month. Germany has been one of the European countries hardest hit by Russian gas 
supply cuts. It has resorted to FSRUs to secure alternative gas supply as quickly as possible. The government aims to 
replace 50-60% of the previous Russian gas supply with LNG in 2023. Germany this month completed the construction of 
its first floating terminal for LNG at the North Sea port of Wilhelmshaven. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

Norway-based shipping firm Flex LNG on November 23 announced an extension of the time charter agreements with US-
based Cheniere for three LNG carriers (LNGCs). Prior to this agreement, the three ships - Flex Endeavour, Flex Ranger and 
Flex Vigilant - have about six years in aggregate of the remaining firm charter period. The new agreement extends the 
charter periods for up to an additional 19 years in aggregate. Cheniere Marketing International (CMI), a unit of Cheniere, will 
continue to charter these three ships for an aggregate period of up to 25 years with a minimum period of around 20 years in 
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aggregate. In addition, there are about six and a half years of minimum backlog for Flex Volunteer and Flex Aurora with CMI 
with an additional four years of optional backlog for these two ships, Flex LNG said. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
 

Energy and infrastructure project developer Sycar has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Petróleos de 
Venezuela (PDVSA) for the development of a floating liquefied natural gas (FLNG) project. Sycar has applied with the US 
Office of Foreign Asset Control for a license to engage in the liquefaction and export of LNG from Venezuela, which is 
currently under US sanctions. The FLNG is to be located in the Complejo Petroquímico José Antonio Anzoátegui (CJAA), 
located in Barcelona, Anzoátegui state, in Venezuela, where existing infrastructure will allow for fast-track development. The 
MoU, if approved, will allow Sycar to secure a long-term gas supply agreement (GSA) for volumes of natural gas to be 
liquified and exported as LNG to the regasification projects that Sycar is currently developing in Latin America as well as 
Europe. Sycar said that preliminary studies indicate favourable metocean and oceanographic conditions for the proposed 
FLNG vessel to operate. Sycar will now work with Venezuelan authorities on the FLNG project and to obtain regulatory and 
environmental permits and a marine concession. Economic mismanagement of the country’s resources have led to 
hyperinflation and state producer PDVSA has fallen under US sanctions aimed at weakening the authoritarian regime of 
President Nicolas Maduro. The sanctions have contributed to a further decline in hydrocarbon production. Venezuela is an 
OPEC member, and estimates peg its oil and gas reserves as the biggest on the planet. OPEC production statistics for 
September 2022 put Venezuela’s oil production at a meagre 666,000 barrels/day, down from 723,000 the previous month. 
But Russia’s war in Ukraine has moved nations to seek sources of hydrocarbons to replace widespread Western sanctions 
against Russian energy, with the Biden administration easing some Venezuelan sanctions earlier this year. A recent Reuters 
report said the government of Trinidad and Tobago has requested the United States to authorise Venezuelan gas imports 
that would be used to restart a liquefaction train in the Caribbean nation. If US authorities grant a license, the gas will be 
imported mainly from Venezuela’s Dragón field on the country’s eastern coast which has up to 4.2 trillion cubic feet of gas 
reserves. source : www.rivieramm.com 
 

Week 46 was an eventful one for LNG newbuilds, with contracts rolling into South Korean and Chinese shipyards, including 
a single-vessel deal inked by Maran Gas Maritime that hit US$253M — the highest level of the year. The Greek shipowner 
and Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering (DSME) signed the contract for a 174,000-m3 newbuild that will go on 
long-term charter to Australia’s Woodside Energy, with delivery set for December 2026, according to data from the BRL 
Weekly Newbuilding Contracts report. In total, Maran Gas Maritime has 13 LNG carriers on order, two of which were 
allocated to Samsung Heavy Industries (SHI) “when Daewoo was too full to accept the orders,” BRL’s report said. With just 
six weeks left in the year, QatarEnergy has completed the first phase of its historic newbuild programme at 66 LNG carriers. 
BRL reported that preparations are underway for phase two of QatarEnergy’s newbuilding binge that will raise its contracted 
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total to over 100 LNG carriers and, with options, push that number to as many as 151 when the fully tally is taken. The 
week’s shipbuilding data also confirmed H-Line Shipping had signed 16 contracts for LNG carriers, eight of which were 
earmarked for long-term charter to QatarEnergy. These 170,520-m3 vessels have deliveries stretching to November 2025. 
Three are to be fixed with Petronas and two with Exxonmobil. BRL noted that these 16 ships had been originally agreed 
during the prior quarter. “[The deal was agreed] with shipyards and charterers on a long-term basis and possible joint 
ownerships. Then, for some reason, the deal ‘collapsed’ but was later reactivated with all the vessels having H-Line as the 
principal owner,” the report said. Thirteen of the vessels were confirmed to be contracted for build at SHI, two at DSME and 
one 174,000-m3 vessel at Hyundai Samho Heavy Industries (HSHI). This larger capacity LNG carrier, set for delivery in 
April 2025, has two WinGD 5X72DF two-stroke, dual-fuel engines, with long-term charter set to Vitol and subcontracted to 
Shell. DSME also inked a shipbuilding contract for a single vessel believed by brokers to be for Mitsui OSK Lines (MOL) but 
not confirmed, said BRL. MOL joined with China LNG in a venture for three 174,000-m3 LNG carriers that will go on long-
term charter to QatarEnergy. The MOL CLNG JV ordered the newbuilds from China’s Hudong-Zhonghua, with deliveries 
between March 2027 and March 2028. source : www.rivieramm.com 

 

 

Energy security and climate concerns are shaping European LNG import terminal design, focusing on lowering carbon 
footprints and increasing receiving capacity, storage and flexibility for handling future fuels. In outlining the development of 
the Revithoussa LNG Terminal in southern Greece, DESFA asset management division director Nikos Katsis highlighted the 
terminal’s pivotal role in providing stable and secure supply of natural gas in Greece and southeastern Europe. These were 
among the key themes discussed by LNG experts in-depth during a session, “FSRU and Terminal Project Review” at Riviera 
Maritime Media’s LNG Shipping & Terminals Conference, Europe on 16 November in London. The event, which was 
supported by platinum sponsor Trelleborg Marine & Infrastructure, is produced by LNG Shipping & Terminals magazine. A 
floating storage unit (FSU), Methane Lydon Volney, moored at the Revithoussa LNG Terminal, enhances Greece’s storage 
capacity. The terminal has “has no underground storage,” noted Mr Katsis. The addition of the FSU adds 145,000 m3 of 
storage, increasing the terminal’s total capacity to 370,000 m3. The added LNG storage allows the terminal to offload 
cargoes from Q-Max vessels and increases the available time slots and number of cargoes that can be handled annually. 
This increased potential supply is not only important to Greece, but to its neighbours, including Bulgaria, Mr Katsis said. 
Further development at the Revithoussa LNG Terminal will expand the facility’s breakbulk distribution capabilities, with bays 
to load LNG trucks and a marine jetty to accommodate small-scale ships (1,000-20,000-m3) that can provide bunkering 
capability to the increasing LNG-fuelled fleet in the Mediterranean, as well as distribute cargoes to off-grid customers in the 
Greek islands. In the following presentation, Grain LNG technical development manager James Hooker described National 
Grid’s systematic approach to the ‘asset-re-life’ project for the Grain LNG terminal. Originally developed in the 1980s, Grain 
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LNG is undergoing a multi-phase project that will expand its storage capacity by 200,000 m3 to 1.2M m3, while  modifying 
and upgrading equipment to improve efficiency. Increased tank storage should be available by 2025. Mr Hooker said the 
CAP25 project is part of creating a “roadmap into the future” for Europe’s largest LNG import terminal. That roadmap will be 
further defined by a new study that was commissioned in October examining how the LNG terminal could achieve net-zero 
operations and prepare for handling future fuels such as ammonia and hydrogen and potentially incorporate carbon capture. 
This would include using a marine jetty to accommodate smaller liquefied CO2 carriers to transport the captured gas. 
Hanseatic Energy Hub director Danielle Stoves discussed the development of a new, multi-phase “future flexible” import 
terminal at the Port of Stade-Bützfleth in Germany. The energy hub will initially incorporate an FSRU, which will be supplied 
by Dynagas and will be in place by the end of 2023, and an on-shore terminal that will be commissioned in 2026. It is 
envisioned that, during its first phase, the energy hub will be receiving LNG, bioLNG and synthetic LNG, with subsequent 
phases looking at hydrogen and possibly ammonia. The location of the facility offers several benefits said Ms Stoves, 
including the capability to use waste heat from a nearby chemical facility operated by Dow, which is one of the stakeholders 
in the Hanseatic Energy Hub. The project site is also relatively close to Hamburg and a nearby connection to the German 
national gas grid. Q-Max LNG carriers and LNG bunkering vessels will be able to load/offload at two marine jetties. As a 
“future flexible project”, said Ms Stoves, the facility will be readied for hydrogen-based energy sources such as ammonia. 
The facility’s close proximity to a rail links could be advantageous for use of breakbulk distribution of ammonia. source : 

www.rivieramm.com 
 

GTT business development manager Natalia Zubenko explained the solutions available to speed up the construction of 
onshore LNG storage. According to GTT’s figures, there are currently 15 above ground and in-ground GTT tanks in 
operation, Ms Zubenko said at the LNG Shipping & Terminal Conference, Europe 2022 in London. There are 12 onshore 
storage tanks on order, according to the GTT website and Ms Zubenko highlighted two Chinese projects that feature onshore 
tanks derived from the Mark III technology originally used in the maritime sector. GTT won orders from China Huanqiu 
Contracting & Engineering for the design of four full-integrity LNG membrane storage tanks, followed by a second order from 
China Chengda Engineering for the design of two additional large storage tanks. “The first tank will be commissioned by the 
end of this year,” said Ms Zubenko, “and the other by mid-2024.” The two orders are part of a cooperation agreement 
between Beijing Gas Group and GTT concluded in March 2021 to serve the Tianjin Nangang LNG terminal. “The next step,” 
Ms Zubenko said, “is to build faster.” This will be achieved through a modular design that is scalable. According to the GTT 
website, the modular system consists of a combination of a limited number of modular components that can be manufactured 
in normal industrial processes. The elements composing the membrane sheet layer as well as the insulating panels (typically 
1 m x 3 m) are prefabricated and fitted together on site. The primary barrier is a flexible, 1.2 mm stainless steel membrane 
and a double network of corrugations that absorb the thermal contractions resulting from the very low temperature of LNG. 
The insulating panel thickness can be adjusted to provide a large range of boil-off rates according to the operator’s 
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requirements (typically 0.05% per day) and the outer concrete container provides the structural resistance to internal and 
external loads. A moisture barrier, applied on its inner side, prevents moisture from entering the tank. There is a Thermal 
Protection System (TPS) applied from the bottom up to 5 m high consisting of aluminium between two layers of glass cloth 
and resin. This prevents the build-up of stress concentrations on the concrete corner and ensures the liquid tightness of the 
concrete wall, as required by European standards. source : www.rivieramm.com 

 

Trelleborg Marine and Infrastructure will supply high-performance marine fender systems, docking and mooring equipment, 
and ship-shore links for PetroVietnam Gas’ Thi Vai LNG Terminal in Vietnam. Trelleborg’s contract covers four sets of its 
Super Cone Fenders (SCN), which feature a conical body shape, providing excellent shear strength. Overload stops inside 
the fenders make them highly resistant to over compression. Docking and mooring equipment at the Thi Vai LNG Terminal 
includes Trelleborg’s Quick Release Hooks (QRH) and Load Monitoring System, which measures and displays critical 
mooring line tensions, and Docking Aid System, which increases situational awareness to pilots and jetty operators during 
docking operations, providing distances, angles, and speeds. Designed to reduce the risk of damage from a collision 
between the ship and jetty, Trelleborg’s Docking Aid System comprises two laser sensors, a controller, a central computer 
and several data display options that the pilot and master use to monitor and adjust the approach during the push-up phase 
of the docking operation. The terminal’s staff will use Trelleborg’s Ship-Shore Link system to support LNG carrier loading 
and cargo discharge operations, and its Environmental Monitoring System for weather, tide, current and wave information. 
Located in the southern province of Ba Ria Vung Tau, the Thi Vai LNG Terminal will have a capacity of 1 mta in 2022 in the 
first phase of operations, and 3 mta in the second phase of development. source : www.rivieramm.com 

 

 

US floating LNG developer New Fortress Energy said November 22 it had finalised agreements with Mexico’s state-owned 
oil company Pemex underpinning the development of the Lakach natural gas field in the Gulf of Mexico. The agreements 
comprise a long-term strategic partnership, with the full support of Mexican president Andres Manual Lopez Obrador, to 
complete an integrated upstream and gas liquefaction development of Lakach, at 937bn ft3of reserves one of the largest 
non-associated gas fields in the Gulf. Lakach is located in deep Gulf waters some 90 km off the coast of Veracruz. NFE will 
invest in the Lakach development by drilling seven offshore wells over the next two years and deploying its 1.4mn metric 
tons/year floating LNG (FLNG) unit Sevan Driller to liquefy most of the produced gas. Sevan Driller is currently undergoing 
conversion at a shipyard in Singapore. In a separate statement, Pemex said the 10-year development plan at Lakach would 
see production of about 300mn ft3/day, with 190mn ft3/day going to NFE for liquefaction and the remaining 110bn ft3/day 
piped ashore to meet domestic Mexican demand. Production could begin as early as the first quarter of 2024. Pemex and 
NFE will also examine the possibility of extending the life of the Lakach development considerably by developing the nearby 
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Kunak and Piklis fields, which would increase the region’s resource potential to about 3.3 trillion ft3. “We are pleased to 
finalise our strategic partnership with Pemex, which strengthens our commitment to long-term operations in Mexico and we 
believe demonstrates the substantial value of our integrated natural gas infrastructure business model,” NFE CEO Wes 
Edens said. “This arrangement represents the first of what we consider to be an ideal formula for the deployment of NFE’s 
FLNG units to stranded gas plays around the world – one that combines gas for domestic use with low-cost supply for LNG 
export into global markets.” Under the agreements, NFE will provide upstream services to Pemex for the production of 
natural gas and condensate in return for a fixed fee on each unit of production. The fee is expected to resemble industry-
standard gross profit-sharing agreements between a service provider and the owner of the resource. NFE will have the right 
to purchase sufficient natural gas for its FLNG unit, while Pemex will market the remaining natural gas and all of the 
produced condensate. Lakach was discovered by Pemex in 2007 but its future development was put on hold in 2014 amidst 
declining world oil prices. By then, Pemex had already invested $1.4bn in the field, and NFE expects to supplement this 
initial investment with $1bn of its own, the Pemex statement said. “Pemex is pleased to finalise this strategic partnership with 
NFE, a leading energy infrastructure company,” Pemex CEO Octavio Romero Oropeza said. “We believe this partnership will 
enable Pemex to efficiently leverage our domestic natural gas resources, fulfill Mexico’s security of supply targets, and 
facilitate gas-fired power infrastructure development in the region.” source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

 
 

Sempra Infrastructure, a unit of New York-listed Sempra, and ConocoPhillips have executed a 20-year sale and purchase 
agreement (SPA) for 5mn metric tons/year of LNG from Phase 1 of the proposed Port Arthur LNG project in Jefferson 
County, Texas, Sempra said on November 22. The parties have also entered into an equity sale and purchase agreement 
whereby ConocoPhillips will acquire 30% of the equity in Phase 1 of Port Arthur LNG and a natural gas supply management 
agreement whereby ConocoPhillips will manage the feed gas supply requirements for Phase 1 of the proposed liquefaction 
facility. Sempra Infrastructure recently announced it is expecting to make a final investment decision (FID) for Phase 1 of the 
liquefaction project in the first quarter of 2023. Additionally, the company announced last month that it had finalised an 
engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) contract with Bechtel Energy for Phase 1. Under the terms of the EPC 
contract, Bechtel will perform the detailed engineering, procurement, construction, commissioning, startup, performance 
testing and operator training activities. The Port Arthur LNG Phase 1 project is permitted and expected to include two natural 
gas liquefaction trains and LNG storage tanks, and associated facilities capable of producing up to approximately 13.5mn 
mt/yr of LNG. A similarly sized Port Arthur LNG Phase 2 project is also competitively positioned and under active marketing 
and development. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
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Albania is set to become a new entrant to the LNG market next year. Currently, the country’s electricity system is dominated 
by hydropower, which accounts for about 94% of generation from 2,289 MW of capacity. The remainder is met by burning 
crude oil. The country’s hydro system has no pumped hydro facilities; it therefore lacks any effective form of energy storage. 
Variations in rainfall and thus available hydro generation mean the country is highly dependent on power imports. Concern 
that less rainfall and higher temperatures in the future will increase this variability and reduce the overall contribution of hydro 
power to the country’s electricity system have prompted a twin strategy of re-introducing gas and building up renewable 
energy capacity. 

Cleanish energy system 
The power system’s reliance on hydro means that, nominally, it 
is very low carbon (see figure 1). Environmental groups see the 
reintroduction of natural gas as a backward step, but this tends 
to ignore the level of power imports, their source and the drain 
this creates on the country’s economy and particularly the 
financial condition of state power utility and distribution operator 

KESH. In 2020, for example, net imports reached 31% of total electricity consumption. Electricity is imported predominantly 
from Serbia, with smaller shares coming from Greece, Slovenia and the Czech Republic (see figure 2). Serbia accounted for 
81% of Albania’s electricity imports in 2020. High distribution system losses do not help and point to major potential savings 
from energy efficiency investments.  

Serbia sources about 70% of its electricity 
from domestically-mined low-quality lignite. 
The introduction of gas-fired generation in 
Albania could therefore displace imported 
CO2-intensive power and stabilise the 
country’s overly hydro-dependent domestic 
generation. This stabilisation would also 
facilitate the incorporation of variable 
renewables such as wind and solar, leading 

to a reduction in net electricity imports and, potentially, the seasonal export of low carbon power to Albania’s neighbours. 
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Gas developments 
Albania’s Gas Master Plan sees gas use rising from minimal levels today to about 2.4bn m3/ year by 2030. The country 
has an existing gas pipeline network of 498km, but most of it needs repair and is non-operational. Nonetheless, the 
country’s gas options are improving. In July last year, the ministry of infrastructure and energy and gas system operator 
Albgaz signed an agreement on construction of the Fier South Facility, an interconnection point with the Trans-Adriatic gas 
Pipeline (TAP), which runs for 215 km through Albania en route to Italy. The bidirectional exit point is expected to take two 
to three years to complete. In January 2021, the government also signed a memorandum for the construction of an LNG 
import terminal, which is to be connected through the Fier-Vlore pipeline with the TAP pipeline and would allow gas 
generation from the Narta power plant at Vlore. 

 
The Narta power plant has not had a happy history. It was 
completed on the coast of southern Albania in 2005. 
Originally built with international funding as an oil-fired 
generator, it has a capacity of 98 MW. The plant was 
designed to provide emergency power in the event of drought 
or other impediment to the country’s hydro power production. 
The plant has never operated, owing to problems with its 
cooling system. Last year, an agreement was signed with 

ExxonMobil to convert it to run on regasified LNG. The Vlore LNG terminal will provide an additional piece of critical 
infrastructure, strengthening the country’s energy supply and security. The terminal has won significant interest from Spanish 
LNG terminal operator Enagas, which in June signed a memorandum of understanding on cooperation with Albgaz. This has 
developed into a strategic cooperation agreement signed in October, which will explore the possibility of Enagas taking a 
stake in Albgaz. Enagas owns a 16% shareholding in TAP.  
FSRU bagged 
Albania has also been successful in chartering a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit (FSRU) for the Vlore terminal. 
FSRUs are in increasingly short supply as a result of a swathe of charters for north-west Europe intended to boost LNG 
imports in the face of a near total cessation of Russian gas pipeline imports. A report from the International Energy Agency 
published in October suggested that FSRU demand globally now outstripped supply, including those under construction and 
on order, by about three units. US company Excelerate Energy is expected to deploy its FSRU Excelsior after the vessel 

completes its current contract off Israel at the end of this year 
and undergoes some modifications. Both the terminal and the 
Vlore power plant are expected to be in operation from the 
second quarter of next year. The FSRU Excelsior was built in 
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2005 and has a capacity of 138,000 m3. The agreement also included provision of two power barges – effectively floating 
generators. These will be sited near the Narta power plant at Vlore to take advantage of the existing transmission 
infrastructure. They are expected to provide short-term emergency power. 
Albania has wider plans for its LNG imports. In July last year, Excelerate, Italy’s Snam and Albgaz signed an agreement to 
explore ways of linking the Vlore LNG terminal with other natural gas infrastructure in the country. LNG imports would 
increase regional alternatives to gas imported via Russia’s TurkStream pipeline, which has largely supplanted gas flows 
through the TransBalkan pipeline. Snam also signed an agreement in March 2021 for development of an underground gas 
storage facility in the Dumre area with capacity of up to 800mn m3. In addition, there are some prospects for a rejuvenation 
of domestic gas supply. In May, it was reported that the Delvina Gas Company had applied to restart production from 
existing wells on the 234 km2 Delvina Block. At present, domestic gas production is limited to the southern part of the 
country, where small volumes of gas are produced from the Divjaka and Frakull fields, as well as some associated gas from 
oil production around Ballsh. Gas production in Albania peaked in 1982 at just under 1bn m3. However, a significant 
improvement in domestic gas production is dependent on new drilling and new distribution infrastructure, given the aged 
state of existing fields and pipelines. 
Renewable energy development 
In addition to its gas master plan, the government is keen to develop new sources of clean, domestic electricity generation. 
Hydro power could and is being developed further – there is an estimated 1.5 GW of hydro projects as yet undeveloped and 
615 MW of additional potential, but public opposition is rising, centred on the local environmental impacts of new projects. 
There is also significant wind and solar power potential, although very little has been developed to date. Estimates vary, but 
solar potential of up to 2.4 GW looks realisable, as does around 4.2 GW of onshore wind, while Albania’s 450km coastlines 
also offers offshore wind potential. At the end of 2021, the country had no operating wind farms and only 22 MW of solar 
power, according to data from the International Renewable Energy Agency. The country’s climate targets aim for a rise in 
renewable energy’s share of gross final energy consumption from 38% in 2020 to at least 42% in 2030. The government in 
the last 18 months has stepped up its renewable energy development. At the forefront are plans by Italy’s VoItalia to build 
solar power plants at Karavasta (140 MW) and Spitalle (100 MW). Three 50-MW solar farms are also reported to be under 
development by private companies without subsidy in the Fier region. There are signs that the country’s nascent wind sector 
is beginning to gather momentum. In April last year, the government gave a green light to an Albanian-Italian joint venture 
for what will be the country’s first wind parks. Built by Biopower Green Energy and Marseglia Group, the two Lezhe wind 
farms will have a total capacity of 234 MW. The project was initiated in 2008, but took 13 years to get to the point of 
construction. In addition, the government has opened bidding for an additional 100 MW of onshore wind and a number of 
Turkish companies have submitted applications for small-scale wind farms. There is also a project for 69.3 MW being 
promoted by EU Green Energy at Dropull in Albania’s south. The government is expected to launch an offshore wind tender 
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next year. Developers cite very slow and complex permitting procedures as a major impediment to development, as well as 
a state preference for continued hydropower development and grid limitations frustrating solar and wind power connections. 
As a result, getting the Vlore plant into operation is a priority, given the dispatchable power it can provide and the existence 
of effective transmission capacity. The poor state of Albania’s transmission system will be a challenge for all electricity 
generation sources, but a combination of variable renewables and gas/LNG should provide much greater security in the 
future, working alongside the existing hydro capacity to displace carbon-heavy power imports. 
Albania’s energy mix 

• In March 2021, US companies Excelerate and ExxonMobil agreed with Albania’s government to study the 
construction of an LNG import terminal and upgrades to the Vlora thermal power plant. 

• In July 2021, Excelerate and Snam signed a preliminary deal to build a pipeline linking the Vlora terminal with other 
gas infrastructure in Albania. 

• In July 2021, Albania signed with the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline company on building an exit point for the pipeline. 
• In May 2022, Albania’s Delvina Gas applied to restore gas flow from existing wells at the Delvina block. 
• In October 2022, Enagas expressed interest in obtaining a stake in Albania’s gas transmission system operator 

Albgaz. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
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